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Supplies & Prep

Prepare the altar with symbols of 
Spring, eggs, fresh flowers, and young 
animals. Each participant will have a small 
flower pot, seeds, and soil. Add any items that 
they would like to charge on the altar. Line the 
circle with oats and place eggs at the 
quarters.

Growth & Rebirth Ritual

Circle Casting: Each participant is cleansed as they enter the 
circle. As it’s cast, visualize white light surrounding the boundary of 
the circle, and visualize the elements as they are welcomed into the 
circle

HP: “This is the boundary of the circle: Around us, above us, 
below us! As a sphere the circle is cast and consecrated to aid 
us in our craft. We evoke the elements to aid in our rite”

East: “I summon Air, element of inspiration and knowledge”

South: “I summon Fire, element of passion and

              transformation”

West: “I summon Water, element of emotion and healing”

North: “I summon Earth, element stability and growth”

HP: (Lay offerings & face the North) “As the days grow longer, 
The Earth begins to stir. As the Earth awakens, we feel her 
energy stir around us. We are connected to the Earth, and her 
power flows through us. As she grows in strength, we grow as 
well. We invoke the Goddess of the Earth to join us in our sacred 
rite! We invoke her power into our craft”

Each participant holds a few tigers eye pebbles and visualizes 
the energy of the Earth growing stronger before placing them 
in the flower pot and covering them with soil. 

Hold the seeds while visualizing what you want to grow in your 
life. What do you want to create? What needs to be reborn? 
Pour that energy and intent into the seeds before planting 
them in the soil.

Place the pots and a jar of water in the center of the circle. 
Raise energy with a drum circle while visualizing your desired 
outcome manifesting as the plant sprouts.

Perform any other workings or meditations. Finish with grounding & 
sacred bullshit

Closing the Circle: Everyone returns to their corners and visualize 
the elements and any remaining energy flowing back into the Earth.

HP: “We thank the Goddess of the Earth and the elements for 
lending their energy and blessings to our sacred rite. With 
blessings given and received, we go in peace, in word and deed” 
(sweep the boundary of the circle) “The Circle le is open, but 
unbroken. Merry meet, merry part, and merry meet again”

Afterwards: Place the 
offerings on the ground or toss 
them into running water. Keep 
your plant on your altar or in a 
sunny space, and charge it 
regularly with your intentions as 
you manifest your goals


